Based on a strategy of Kaplansky ([3]), Dixmier proved that a prime, separable C*-algebra is primitive ([1]). As a consequence, when the C*-closure of a countable discrete group is prime, it is primitive. The argument may be regarded as a clever application of the Baire Category Theorem to the spectrum of irreducible representations.
Because R is prime, and semiprimitive Priv R is an irreducible topological space. That is, every nonempty open set is dense. Hence H^y U y ^ 0. Choose a primitive ideal Q in the intersection. If Q ^ 0 then Q H Y is nonempty. But then we can find y Ç F with 3/ G Ç, i.e. Q d U y . We conclude that (2 = 0.
In honor of this theorem we define R to be a Kaplansky ring provided the primitive ideal space of every homomorphic image of R is a Baire space.
Recall that a noetherian ring is a Jacobson ring when each prime image is semiprimitive.
LEMMA 2. Suppose Ris a Jacobson ring which is (one-sided) noetherian. Then R is Kaplansky if and only if Priv R/P is Baire for every prime ideal P in R.
Proof. One direction is obvious, so assume Priv R/P is Baire whenever P is prime. If I is an arbitrary ideal of R, there are only finitely many primes Pi, . . . , P m minimal over /. If we set R t = R/P\ then we can regard each Priv R t as a closed subspace of Priv R/I with Priv R/I = (Priv #1) U U (Priv R m ).
Remove any component which is redundant (i.e. in the union of the remaining subspaces Finally, we shall need some technical results. If a is an automorphism of R then a extends to a topological automorphism of Priv R. A subset X ÇZ Priv R is a-invariant when a(X) Ç X and a-stable when a(X) = X. A similar definition can be made for the ideals of R. We say that R is a-prime provided the product of two nonzero o--invariant ideals is nonzero. Notice that when a is the identity automorphism, the converse of Lemma 3 is true. It is useful to remember the ideal-theoretic interpretation of this lemma. Proof. Apply the argument of Lemma 2 to the ''converse" of Lemma 3.
Twisted Laurent extensions.
For the remainder of this paper R will always denote a (one-sided) noetherian ring and a will be an automorphism of R. When R is a ^-algebra we will assume that a fixes all elements of k.
By the twisted Laurent extensions 5 = R a [x, x~l] we mean the collection of all finite sums X)i€z^x\ r t e R with the obvious addition and
The usual argument for the Hilbert Basis Theorem shows that S is noetherian.
The properties of 5 which we shall need can be found in [2] . Although that paper deals with Ore extensions (twisted polynomial rings) the results we summarize below carry over to Laurent extensions without difficulty.
If P is a prime ideal of 5 then P C\ R is a a-prime ideal of R. This, in turn, forces P r\ R to be a semiprime ideal of R. In addition, (P C\ R)S is a prime ideal of S. If P is nonzero and P C\ R = 0 then any ideal which properly contains P meets the regular elements (i.e. nonzero divisors) of R. Consequently such a P is minimal among the nonzero prime ideals of S.
For our purposes, the major theorem of [2] states that if R is a Jacobson ring then so is S.
We are now able to state the main theorem of this paper.
THEOREM 5. Suppose R is a noetherian Jacobson algebra over the uncountable field k. If R is a Kaplansky ring then so is S = R
The proof will be found in the next section.
One lemma of [2] requires a bit of tinkering before it can be used. If ^ = Si= M rjX j is a nonzero element of 5 with both r u and r v nonzero, define
Set deg (0) = -GO , for good measure. When / is a nonzero ideal of 5 it is easy to see that the elements of minimal degree in / have the same degree as the elements of minimal degree in / P\ R a [x] with nonzero constant term. Call this degree, deg (/). We define T*(I) (respectively r*(/)) to be 0 together with the leading (resp. constant) coefficients of the elements in / P\ R a [x] with degree deg (I). Clearly r*(7) and r*(7) are c-stable ideals of R. Notice that ii I 9 e 0 then T*(I) and r*(7) are nonzero.
Set n(I) = T*(I) r\ T*(I).
If 5 is prime and 7^0 then a-primality forces M(0 * 0. Hence Ç H P C ^. But Q 3P 6 , for some 5 G «5^. Therefore ^ lies over P 6 H P.
Since P s H P is testable and Priv R is Baire, we are done by Lemma 3.
Proof of Theorem 5. Suppose the theorem is false. By the noetherian condition we can find an ideal H maximal with respect to Priv S/H not being a Baire space. According to Lemma 2, if is a prime ideal of S. Now
S/{H C\ R)S ~ (R/H
and (H C\ R)S is a prime ideal. Thus we can replace R by R/H r\ R and assume that S is a prime ring and H is a prime ideal of 5 with H C\ R = 0. If iï ^ 0, then Priv 5/77 is Baire by Lemma 7. So we are reduced to proving that 5 = R ff [x, x~l] has a primitive ideal space which is Baire under the assumptions that S is prime and Priv 5 is Baire for all proper homomorphic images 5 of S.
We first handle the special case in which every nonzero prime ideal of 5 meets R nontrivally. Suppose SP G Priv R is the annihilator of R/M. It is easy to see that SM is a proper left ideal of 5. Now one of the arguments in the previous lemma produces a Q G Priv 5 such that Q P\ R ÇZ £P. Consequently, if {P s \ s G SP} is a countable collection of prime ideals of S over which lie Priv S, {P s r\R\ s G $f\ is a countable collection of o--stable ideals of R over which lie Priv R. By Lemma 3, P t C\ R = 0 for some / G Sf * The hypothesis of this paragraph implies P t = 0. By Lemma 4, Priv 5 is Baire.
We now assume that 5 possesses a nonzero prime ideal P such that P f~\ R = 0. Let £/ be 0 together with the polynomials in PH R a [x] whose ordinary degree is deg (P). If 0 ^ a G k (with P an algebra over k) and 0 ^ g = a n x n + a n^x n~l + . . . + a 0 G f/; » = deg (P) define P a (g) = aa n x n + ûv-ix*-1 + . . . + a 0 .
Set U a = E a (U).
We leave it to the reader to verify that U a is a cr-stable P-bimodule. Therefore U a S = J^ U a x l is a two-sided ideal of 5. Because each nonzero element of U a has the same degree, each member in U a S can be written in a unique way as ^ ç(j) xj where q(J) G U a . One consequence is that U a S C\ R = 0. Since R is opprime, there must be a minimal prime Q a over £/ a S such that Q a C\ R = 0.
We claim that Ça = Qp implies a = @. For when the ideals are equal, we have E«(q) -E^(q) G Q a for any 0 ^ g G U. That is, (a -(3)a n x n G Ça. But
In summary, since k is uncountable, we have an uncountable collection Q a of distinct nonzero prime ideals of 5 with Q a C\ R = 0. According to a result quoted immediately before the statement of Theorem 5 in the second section of this paper, if P is a prime ideal of S with P ^ Q a then P = 0.
Let {P s \ s G S} be a countable collection of nonzero prime ideals in S over which lie Priv S. Since P s Q Q a implies P s = Q a , cardinality considerations force the existence of nonzero a G k such that P s (£ Q a for all s Ç ¥. Notice that every primitive ideal of S/Q a lies over some P s + Qa/Q a -On the other hand, Priv S/Q a is a Baire space. Therefore P & + Q a = Q a for some s, a contradiction. We conclude that some primitive ideal of S does not lie over any P t . By Lemma 4, Priv S is Baire.
The reader may justifiably ask why the main theorem was proved for twisted Laurent extensions rather than twisted polynomial extensions. All of the arguments generalize without great difficulty except for the special case handled at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 5. We do not know the structure of R a [x] when every nonzero prime ideal of R a [x] not containing x meets R nontrivally and yet there is a primitive ideal in R which does not lie over any P H R with 0 ^ P e Priv (R" [x] ) and x £ P. It would be pleasant if R a [x] was itself a primitive ring in this instance. 
